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Tachung Yang Shi-An Chen
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Yuan Ze Institute of Technology
Taoyuan, Taiwan, ROC
ABSTRACT
Undetected cracking of rotating shafts can lead to catastrophic
failure of turbomachinery. This paper investigated the dynamic
response of rotor-bearing systems containing transverse cracks
with a finite element approach. The breathing effect of cracks
was analyzed based on the whirling conditions of the rotor, and
different crack models were posed for different rotating speeds.
The strain energy released due to the cracks was calculated.
Then, the finite element for the shaft portion containing cracks
was formulated and incorporated into the system matrices of the
rotor-bearing system.
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complicated, modeling and simulation of the crack behavior
during machinery operation to gain better understanding to the
crack influence on the machine vibration is the objective of this
study.
Major research advance on cracked shafts has begun since mid
1970 and can be roughly divided into two categories: (1)
modeling of crack and (2) crack detection. See Wearer (1990)
for an excellent review of the literature. Gasch (1976) modeled
the transverse wick as a hinge, which contains the breathing
effect of the crack. Grabowski (1980) utilized the inertia change
of the cross section of the shaft to derive a linear time-variant
equation of motion. Mayes and Davis (1984) obtained the
flexibility causal by the crack using the Green function approach
and found that a small crack can be replaced by a slot on the
shaft. Papadopoulos and Dimarogonas (1988, 1992), and
Dimarogonas and Paipetis (1983) applied principles of fracture
mechanics to calculate the properties of a crack and generated a
6x6 flexibility matrix for the transverse crack effects. Nelson
and Nataraj (1986) considered the stiffness change as a time
variant function of the local bending curvature of the shaft, and
introduced a switch function to simulate the crack breathing
effects.
This study is to establish a more realistic crack model. The
crack model considered in this study operated under gravitation
and included the shear deformation effect, but did not include the
internal damping, torsion and axial thrust effects. The crack
effects were taken into account by the released energy approach
and the Lagrange formulation was used to derived the stiffnessreduction term which represents the crack effects "globally". The
stiffness reduction term was directly added to the equations of
motion of the untracked rotor-bearing systems.

MAJOR ASSUMPTIONS
Since the extension of a crack causes the strain energy to
decrease in the neighborhood of the crack (Tada, 1985;
Dimarogonas and Paipetis, 1983), it was assumed that the crack
effects on the vibration response of the rotor-bearing system can
be adequately represented by the crack released energy Li e . If
the total potential energy of the untracked rotor-bearing system is
U,. then U, – is the total potential energy for the rotor-

INTRODUCTION
If the shafts of rotating machinery contain cracks, the cracks
grow as the machines continuously operate and may cause total
machine failure and huge economic losses. When compared with
the vibrating behavior of a flawless rotating shaft, abnormal
vibrating behavior occurs for a cracked rotating shaft during
operation. Since the crack effects on the shaft vibration are very

bearing system containing the crack. Since the cracked rotorbearing system should still behave as a continuous system (CI
se of the shaft is analyzed
continuous) and the vibration response
from the global scale (not to emphasize on the accuracy of the
local vibration responses near the crack), the finite element
derivation of the equation of motion for a cracked rotor-baring
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system should be similar to that of the general uncracked rotorbearing system. The same shape functions and derivation
procedure for the untracked shaft can be used for the cracked
shaft At the expense of scarifying the response details at the
exact crack location, the merit of the FEM approach is preserved
by adding the stiffness-reduction term to the system giftless
matrix directly without the inverse of flexibility matrix. Multiple
cracks located at different shaft elements can be handled easily in
this way. The other hypothesis that we assumed is that the
cracked shaft element should be at least twice as long as the
crack depth, since the length of the influential zone of stiffness
change due to the crack existence is about twice that of the crack
depth (Grabowski, 1980).

(b) if vs, « vd (A -no ), then from Eq. (2), sin y a cos '
y' = 90° + , so ar= = oi. The neutral axis n-n rotates at
constant angular speed, a- co , at steady condition, and is
always perpendicular to the vd directions, ie. tangential to the
whirling orbit of the shaft The crack front is fixed with respect
to the neutral axis as viewed from the rotating coordinate system.
The crack may be fully open., filly closed, or partially open,
depending on the initial conditions.
(c) If va >
(0 < < 1 ), then from Eq.(2), 7' varies
periodically and the neutral axis n-n is in a see-saw motion. As
-o 1), variation of y becomes larger. At
vd approaches v
this time, the total crack area is under the breathing process.
(d) If v vd (1 < A < co), then from Eq. (2), the neutral Lucie nn rotates at a non-constant rate. As vd approaches vs, (
1 ),
the non-breathing situation (A
) mentioned above, becomes
breathing of the partial crack area for deep cracks, and no
breathing for small cracks, depending on the crack depth and the
initial conditions:
(e) If vs, = vd ( = 1 ), total crack area breathes, but from Eq.
(3). when O'= 90°, y' does not exist, i.e., no neutral axis exists.
Summarized the above discussions, the following five crack
breathing models can be established:
(1) Total crack (area) breathing
(2) Partial crack (area) breathing
(3) Partial crack (area) open., no breathing
(4) Full crack (area) open, no breathing
(5) Totally closed crack (area)
Models 4 and 5 are the special cases of model 3.
The conditions for these models to apply is as follows:
(1) when the vibration amplitude or the whirling orbit is small,
like at the outset of the shaft startup, model 1 can be used.
(2) Mien the vibration amplitude is large or the shaft rotating
speed is close to the critical speeds, one of models 2 through 5
can occur.
As the rotating speed of the shaft increases, the sequence of
the breathing models is stationary<0$(2)< (3H4H5)-critical
speed.

CRACK MODELS AND BREATHING PROCESS

For a shaft with a transverse crack under the gravity effect (Fig.
1), the crack opens and closes alternatively as the shaft rotates.
This periodic open-close behavior is called breathing. we can
view the breathing as caused by the crack area (or the crack front)
entering or exiting the compression zone through the neutral axis
of the cross section of the shaft. Furthermore, we can say that
the breathing behavior is determined by the relationship between
the locations of the neutral axis and the crack front. The
orientation of the crack front is determined by the shaft rotating
(or spinning) angle, whereas the orientation of the neutral axis is
determined by the deflection condition of the shaft The shaft
deflection consists of the static deflection F s, and the dynamic
deflection vd . The geometrical relationship between these
deflections and the neutral axis n-n can be shown in Fig. 2.
Assuming the shaft rotates at a constant speed, and whirls
synchronously, then,
et

smy' sty'
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CRACK RELEASED ENERGY
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Considering a shaft element containing a crack and its loading
conditions, p1, p2 are the shear forces in x and y directions of
the rotating coordinate system at the crack location, as shown in
Fig. 3. p3 , jos are the bending moment, likewise. When the
crack opens, the strain energy released (Tada, 1985;
Dimarogonas and Paipetis, 1983) is

Vd
COSO'

1 2
1 . , v
[(-) -2(- )sm0 +1],z
A
A
IfA=1,then

,

case'
(- sin 9 1 +0

(2)
(3)

=

(a) If vs, «
(A 0), sin y' z-.: 0, y r. 0°, from Eq. (2). y is
independent of time, so the orientation of the neutral axis n-n is
fixed, not affected by the spinning of the shaft. The crack area
passes through the neutral axis periodically and creates periodic
breathing.

JdA or uc =

and J(a)= =4
(

r4
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E02 +(EKE1 )2 + (I + vXEKin i )2 1 ( 5 )

where
Stress Intensity Factors, ST
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whereU 2 is the crack released energy due to p i loading, and

Fir(alh)a[1.22-0.562(a/h)+0.085(a/h) 2 +0.18(a/h)3 1/(l - alh)112
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is the crack released energy due to the coupling of p3 and

p4 , etc.. The above (v,w), (v,,w,) are with respect to the
rotating coordinate system. So they have to be transformed to the
fixed coordinate system, (V,W), (Yr ) in am .

h= 21/Te:7
2

6(1+ v)/(7 +6 v)
When the rack opens, the neutral axis does not pass through
the center of the cross section of the shaft, but it passes through
the =tad of the connected area of the shaft, where the canzoid
moves as the crack breathes. The parallel shift of the neutral
axis was neglected in our analysis.
As shown in Fig. 4, the integration in Eq. (4) is calculated over
the actual open area of the crack. Since the crack front and the
neutral axis are not perpendicular to each other and the
integration area varies as time changes, the integration area is
simplified by integrating from the end point of the crack to the
point p, where p is the intellection of the crack front, and the line
L, which is found from the mid point of line segment Is.
k

J.

{w
v } = [Rf {w} . v•

cog - sinl

r

[R] Irvi:ER)=[ sings coso

(9)

converting the displacements V(s,t), W(s,t), V s(s,t), W,(s,r)
into nodal displacements, we obtain
V (s, t )
{

(10)

woit)}={9(5)}{qs(0}=1,:}{q .(01

rppi
1cil

FINITE ELEMENT FORMULATION FOR CRACKS
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From Eqs. (4) and (5), we obtain
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is the shape function, £ =i, and hi(t)}8.1 is the

nodal displacement vector of the cracked shaft element. In Eqs.

= ke6v; P2 = keCcse, 8 = —Firer ; =Flyy r• (7)
where fax and fo are the area moment of inertia for the
connected area A • of the shaft at the crack location, with =Pees
to the rotating coordinate system. The connected area at the
crack location is not symmetric, and changes periodically due to
the crack breathing. So usually
and values of ix, , and
I

11-e

(11)

E .
(10)-and (11), - 11 1 m used to calculate v(s,t) and v2(s,t),
kA G12

and

1111 .
a used to calculate w(s,t) and w,(s,t).
k4 G12

Substituting Eqs. (9X10X I I) into Eq. (8), and putting fig. into
Lagrange formulation,

are changed periodically.
Substituting Eq. (7), into Eq. (6), and we get
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other portions of the curve show the crack is under breathing and
the energy releasing process is continuous and smooth. The

sr
-2 c{{I&V}c9s0+{9w}sinfil

in Fig. 7 is due to the coupling effects of the
Pint
bending moments, jo3 and per The coupling effects disappear
when the crack is fully closed or fully open, and the coupling
effects reach maximum values when the shaft rotates to 90° and
270°.
curve of U

{-{9v}sinCS+190 99s0N9 s0)}

= + [4]cos 2 + [4,1sin20){q 1(0} = [K0 ]iqz(01 (12)
where
LRIDIRY =

I ria - D73)00520+
(Do +I1)
(4, _ Dosia20

during 1300 -2300 means the crack is fully closed. The

1

-Dzi )sia2p

Also note that the crack released energy U

(D12 Al )co620+ 0911

in Fig. 6, is

about 600-1500 times of the crick released energy
balalar

1 [(AI - lin )cos 20+ ((B,,+ an)

(A, _ B)ra 20

ug in Fig.

5. This means that even for the crack, the effects of bending
moments are dominant over the effects of shear forces for slender
shafts. Therefore, the shear deformation effects can be neglected
in the cases of slender shafts.

- an )sin 20
1
(Bzz - Blaces20+ (Al + Br i
)

The [KJ term is the stiffness-reduction tam for the crack as

The stiffness reduction term [Kci8.2 cnneicts of 64

mentioned in the introduction. Adding the [K cj term directly to
the system stiffness matrix, similar to the usual finite element
procedure, the global system equation of motion becomes

comporcnts for the cracked shaft element 3 of the rotor-bearing
system (Fig. I). The values of the Kr i , K, Kfp and Ksts ,
relative to the fixed reface frame are shown in Figs. 8-11.

(13)
IM1{43 }+ICI{4 $} +
- fKc0{9 1} = {Qs}
In Eq. (13), the [M],[C],[K] terms are constant matrices and
are derived from the uncracked rotor-bearing system. The [Zak

Kifi and Kyr have the maximum values when the crack is fully
open, and become zero when the crack is fully closed.
Figure 12 and 13 are the Itrev and 2/rev responses of the
cracked rotor-bearing system with the crack depth ratio r/ = 0.4
and model 1 is used for the crack breathing. The static deflection
line is shown in Fig. 12, where A.1 at 328 rpm, i.e., model 1 is
suitable for the rotating speeds under 328 rpm. The amplitudes
of the 1/rev responses are about 1000-3000 times the amplitudes
of the 2/rev responses. The response in Figs. 12 has no
significant differences from the responses of the unaacked
system. However, the tmcracked system does not possess 2/rev
responses. Here the 2/rev responses are totally the crack
messages. Resonance appears at the subcritical speeds (230,
1290, 4200, 4670 rpm), and the critical speeds(460, 2600 rpm)
in the 2/rev response, Fig. 13. This is due to the fact that the
equation of motion, with breathing model 1 for the crack, is
nonlinear and the resonance at the critical speeds are excited by
the coupling effects.

[4], [Z,] terms are not always constant matrices, depending on
the crack breathing models used When crack breathing mndels
1 or 2 is used, Eck (13) becomes a nonlinear equation with time
variant coefficients. When crack breathing models 3 or 4 is used,
Eq. (13) becomes a linear equation with time variant coefficients.
If model 5 is used, [Kc ] disappears, and Eq. (13) is reduced to a
linear equation with constant coefficients, as the usual
rotordynamic equation for the uncracked rotor-bearing systems.
Harmonic balance method (Nelson, and Nataraj, 1986) is used
to solve the vibration responses from Eq. (13).
NUMERICAL RESULTS

The rotor-bearing system for the subsequent analysis is shown
in Fig. 1, and its dimensions and properties is shown in Table I.
The crack released energy for the shaft element with a crack at
its mid-span can be calculated from Eq. (6) for p , p2 , p3 , and
pt separately. Figures 5, 6, and 7 show the crack released

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, the crack effects on vibration responses of the
rotating shall were represented by the crack released energy.
The finite element approach was used to derive the stiffness
reduction term, which can be added directly into the equation of
motion for the cracked rotor-bearing system. Five possible crack
breathing models were proposed, and model 1 (full crack area
breathing) and model 4 (full crack area open) are the most
frequent crack models used.

=Mc U. U U, 1,. of breathing model 1 for each loading
condition in the rotating coordinate system, in which
vj= wj= w" -v" =1 for the comparison purpose. The normal
direction of the crack front and the negative Y direction of the
fixed reference frame coincide when t.
The horizontal portions of the curve, d0t6 in Up? of Fig. 5,
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Figure 2. Deflections vn and vd ,and the neutral axis of the shaft
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Figure 3.Generalized coordinates for FEM
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Figure 4. Integration area for the crack

Table I. Dimensions and properties of the rotor-bearing system
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Figure 5. Crack released energy vs. rotating angle 0 for 131

Figure 1. The rotor-bearing system with a mid-span crack
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Figure 7. Crack released energy vs. rotating angle
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Figure 12. Amplitude response of the cracked system at station 2
(1/rev, a/R=0.4 , model 1)
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Figure 9. Stiffness reduction term Kl t vs. rotating angle
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Figure 13. Amplitude response of the cracked system at station 2,
(2/rev, al R= 0.4, model 1)
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